Press Report
Pragyotsasv 2018 Commerces with Grander at KPS Nehru Nagar

Every year Krishna Public School host Pragyotsav, a platform for up coming artists, from
various avenues of performing arts, theatre and fine arts. This year the colourful cultural
Extravaganza is being held from 27 August to 03 September. this week long event features
competitions in Dance, Music, Band, Dramatics and Painting. Pragyotsav 2018 was inaugurated
by Chhattisgarh's very own sculptor padma Shri J M Nelson by lighting the ceremonial lamp
other dignitaries present on the occasion were Shri M M Tripathi- Chairperson Krishna Group
of Institution, Shri Anand Kumar Tripathi -Vice Chariman, Krishna Group of Institution, Mrs.
Savita Tripathi, Principal, Krishna Public School, Nehru Nagar, Renounced artists from various
fields of arts and art enthusiasts. In his address to the August gathering the Chief Guest Shri
Nelson spoke about arts being a divine benevolence and practising and performing these arts as
a mode of direct communion with the Almighty. He blessed the artists for a very bright future.
In this address to the enthusiastic audience Shri M. M. Tripathi, Chairman of Krishna Group of
institution spoke about the devotion and dedication that a person needs to passers towards
his/her chosen field, to reach the helm of success. His wards of wisdom were highly relished by
one and all present on this occasion. Addressing the gathering Shri Anand Kumar Tripathi, Vice
chairman Krishna Group of Institutions, spoke about the importance of presenting the cultural
heritage of this Great Land and adhering and passing it on to the forth coming generations.
Through her wards of encouragement madam Savita Tripathi, Principal KPS Nehru Nagar,
welcomed all the budding artists to the KPS campus. In her words the laid emphasis upon hard
work and focus, which would surely bear sweet fruits of triumph.
The competition held on the inaugural day were Rock Band and Drawing. The eminent artist
who judged the Band performances were Shri Vivek Taunk, famous flutist and Shri Mukendra
Markandey, well known Roak band exponent. The forth coming days would drench the very
soul of Krishna Public school with the vibrant colours of the multitude of art forms, making the
week long experience a cherished one.

